Abstract-OFDM data detection in doubly-selective fading channels requires high complexity due to intercarrier interferences (ICI). We present a low-complexity receiver consisting of a semidefinite relaxation (SDR) based detector and parallel interference cancellation (PIC). The entire band is divided into clusters of adjacent subcarriers. SDR is applied on each cluster while PIC tackles ICI from other clusters. An upper bound of ICI power is derived and used to omit far-away clusters in performing PIC. Finally, an adaptive detector based on PIC, PIC-based SDR and the snap-shot SNR in channel is proposed to achieve a better tradeoff between complexity and performance.
I. INTRODUCTION

N
EXT-GENERATION wireless systems will support applications with a mobile speed as high as 350 km/h (e.g., in IMT-Advanced systems). A high mobile speed results in a large Doppler spread or equivalently a fast time-variant channel, which in turns introduces inter-carrier interference (ICI) in orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) systems and degrades the bit error rate (BER) performance significantly [1] , [2] . In this paper, we will focus on signal detection of OFDM systems in frequency-selective fading channels with NDS ≥ 0.1 (referred to as doubly-selective (DS) fading channels afterwards) where the normalized Doppler spread (NDS) is the Doppler spread normalized by the sub-carrier spacing.
For OFDM systems in DS channels, the key issue of signal detection is how to remedy the detrimental effect of ICI on BER performance. There exist several related works in the literature including a block-matrix based equalizer with DFTs of size (= number of subcarriers) [3] , with 6 or 7 DFTs [4] , high-complexity minimum mean-squared error (MMSE) technique combined with successive detection [5] , a low-complexity two-stage equalizer [6] , a low-complexity MMSE block linear equalizer [7] and its error floor issue [8] , a time-frequency per-tone equalizer [9] , ICI cancellation approaches [10] - [13] , and sphere decoders (SD) [14] , [15] for MIMO systems which achieve the maximum likelihood (ML) performance with exponential complexity [16] , [17] . Semidefinite Relaxation (SDR) methods have extensively been used in multi-user detection [18] - [20] in CDMA systems and multi-antenna data detection in MIMO systems [21] - [24] because they approach the ML detector performance only with polynomial complexity. An SDR detector of MIMO systems in real channels can achieve the diversity order of half of the number of receiving antennas [25] . Below, we will focus on the investigation of SDR-based detection of OFDM systems in DS fading channels, and propose an adaptive detector based on PIC detector and the proposed PIC-based iterative SDR detector together with the estimated snap-shot channel SNR to achieve a better tradeoff between performance and complexity. Section II presents the system model. Section III describes the SDR detector and its low-complexity version. Section IV provides simulation results and discussions, and Section V gives the conclusions.
Notations: Bold letters with and without overline denote real and complex vectors and matrices, respectively. (⋅) denotes the conjugate transposition.
is the number of total subcarriers and is the number of channel taps. F denotes the -point unitary DFT matrix. ℜ(⋅) and ℑ(⋅) represent the real and imaginary parts, respectively. When accessing vectors or matrices, Matlab convention is adopted, e.g., 
II. SYSTEM MODEL
In DS fading channels, OFDM systems with cyclic prefix (CP) of at least − 1 samples is modeled as
where denotes the OFDM symbol index, Y( ) and X( ) are the corresponding transmitted and received frequencydomain data vectors of size , respectively. W( ) is an × 1 independent and identically-distributed (iid) additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) complex random vector, H is an × frequency-domain channel matrix equal to
where h is constructed as
1536-1276/10$25.00 c ⃝ 2010 IEEE with ℎ , denoting the th complex path gain of the channel corresponding to the th sampling point during the th OFDM symbol. Due to channel variations during an OFDM symbol, H in (1) is no longer a diagonal matrix in DS fading channels.
III. PROPOSED SDR DETECTOR
In this section, for the convenience of presentation, we suppose that QPSK modulation is adopted. The performance results for 16-QAM and 64-QAM will be presented in Section IV.
A. Original SDR Detector for QPSK
The maximum likelihood (ML) estimate of X( ),X ML ( ) is given bŷ
where ∥⋅∥ denotes the Euclidean norm. Equation (4) is rewritten in the real-valued form [18] - [25] aŝ
where
ML detector in (5) is optimal in the sense that it minimizes the probability of error given that all transmitted messages are a priori equally likely. However, it has been shown to have a complexity of (4 ) add-multiply operations (AMOs) or arithmetic operations(AOs). To avoid such a heavy computational load, eq. (5) is semidefinite relaxed as the following convex optimization problem [18] - [25] min S Tr(L S ) subject to D(S ) = e 2 +1 and S ર 0 (7) where S ર 0 means that S is symmetric and positive semidefinite, e 2 +1 is the (2 + 1) × 1 vector of all ones,
This procedure (7) yields an approximation to the ML, and its computational amount is about ((2 + 1) 3.5 ) AOs [19] , [20] . As increases, the complexity advantage of SDR over ML becomes obvious.
B. Proposed PIC-based Iterative SDR Detector
Unlike SDR detectors in MIMO systems where the complexity-determining factors -the numbers of transmit and receive antennas -are often less than 10, the SDR detector for OFDM with ICI has a complexity-determining factor ranging from 64 to 8192. For example, when = 128, the SDR's complexity is (2 + 1)
which becomes an obstacle for its real-time implementation on mobile terminals. To simplify the complexity, we suggest the total channel bandwidth be divided into clusters, each consisting of a group of adjacent subcarriers. Our basic idea is to address the ICI outside each cluster by using PIC and the ICI within each cluster by SDR. This scheme is abbreviated as SDRIC afterwards. The choice of is related to the coherent bandwidth of DS channels. A natural choice is that each cluster bandwidth is approximately equal to the channel coherent bandwidth . Below, we take = 4 as an example to explain our approach. Then, (1) can be rewritten as
where the superscript of Y, X and W denotes the cluster index,
/ ). From (9), the received signal vector of the th cluster is equal to
where i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , }, and I out ( ) is the ICI from other clusters. We now describe the PIC-based SDR method.
Algorithm: PIC-based SDR algorithm
• Set Y old ( ) = Y ( ).
• Repeat 1) Using (6), transform the complex matrix form in (10) into the real matrix form
2) Obtain the detected value of X ( ),X SDR ( ), ∀ , by viewing I out ( ) as a noise component. 3) Convert the real 2 × 1 vector back to the complex × 1 vector. 4) Remove the ICI of the th cluster for all by the expression (10) by the new vector Y new ( ). Until a predefined number ( ) of iterations are performed. The number may be designed offline based on its BER performance. The complexity of the proposed algorithm is of the order ( ( ) 3.5 + ( −1)( ) 2 ) AOs (mainly AMOs) where = / , the first term is due to SDR, and the second is due to PIC. The complexity reduction over the SDR is a factor of (2 +1)
The proposed detector becomes SDR for = 1 whereas it degenerates into PIC for = . In other words, its performance is between that of PIC and that of SDR and decreases as increases. Our proposed algorithm is applicable to higher order QAM or PSK with regular constellations if a SDR scheme for high order modulation in [21] , [23] , [24] is used instead of the SDR detector for QPSK in this algorithm. Moreover, any detector such as SD can also replace SDR in our algorithm to implement ICI cancellation within cluster.
C. ICI Analysis and Further Complexity Reduction
Since ICI's from far-away clusters are negligible (as will be quantified in this section), we can further reduce the complexity by considering 2 ′ closest clusters to each th one instead of all − 1 clusters in (10) . Then, the fourth step of the proposed algorithm can be further simplified as
where = − ′ and the above formula efficiently reduces the complexity in this step. We will design the ′ required in the above reduced-complexity approach, based on the upper bound of the ICI power from other far clusters in the frequency direction. In our derivation of this ICI power bound, we assume ≥ 4, ′ ≥ 1, 2 ′ + 1 ≤ , and | | ≤ 0.5, where is the useful length of OFDM symbols. Below, we only consider the case of ′ < ≤ − ′ , since for ≤ ′ or > − ′ , the proof process is similar and the result is identical due to the cyclic property of ICI in the subcarrier domain in OFDM systems. Our proof consists of two stages. In the first stage, we will deduce the upper bound of ICI arising from a single frequency offset (SFO) Δ . In the second stage, the product of this upper bound and the Jakes' spectrum is integrated over the interval [− , ] to obtain the ICI upper bound due to the Doppler spread. An OFDM system with a SFO can be modeled as [26] 
where superscript i denotes the th cluster, is the index of subcarrier within the th cluster ranging from 1 to / , Δ ( , ) is the received symbol with SFO, ( , ) the transmitted data symbol, and ( , ) the frequency-domain channel gain without SFO. In (12), Δ ( , ) is the desired signal, ( , , Δ ) denotes the ICI from 2 ′ clusters closest to the th cluster, and ( , , Δ ) is the ICI from the remaining clusters. They are given as follows:
( , , Δ ) = 1
where ′ = ( − 1) + and = / . Since PIC and SDR remove ( , , Δ ), it is natural to only estimate the ICI power due to ( , , Δ ). We define the normalized residual interference power
Now, we derive the upper bound of the function ( , , ).
and using the following inequality
we obtain the upper bound for (Δ , , ) as
where = Δ . Substituting the above inequality into (16), we obtain
The classical Jakes' Doppler spectrum is given by
which can be viewed as the probability density function of Doppler frequency, ( ). Then the average ICI power is given by
which is also attained by combining (10) in [6] , (19)- (21), and (16) . In Section IV, we will further verify the validity of (24) by simulation. We design ′ such that the above residual ICI bound is less than a predefined threshold , i.e., 
which gives
) . For example, under the condition of = 4, = 64, = 0.2 and = −25dB, we obtain ′ ≥ 1 and hence ′ = 1 can be used in this case. A smaller residual ICI will require a larger ′ . Actually, should be inversely proportional to the real-time SNR in channels. For example, it can be defined as (SNR r + 5)dB in order to reduce the residual ICI effect where SNR r is the real-time SNR in channels. Below, we further discuss the influence of , NDS (= ) and on the choice of and ′ . Equation (25) is rewritten as
From (28), it is clear that ′ / must be reduced when becomes larger while NDS and are fixed. Similarly, if NDS is larger and other parameters remain constant, then ′ / must be increased.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Simulations are conducted in Typical Urban (TU) channels with maximum path delay spread 2 . Uncoded system parameters are chosen as follows: the bandwidth of 2 MHz, QPSK and 16-QAM with = 64, = 8, and subcarrier spacing of 31.25 kHz, and 64-QAM with = 16, = 5, and subcarrier spacing of 125 kHz. SDRIC I, SDRIC II and SDRIC III denote SDRIC with =2, 4, and 8, respectively. Fig. 1 compares the real residual ICI power in the right side of (18) and its upper bound in (24) . From this figure, it is obvious that the curves of real ICI power and its upper bound are parallel and the difference between them is about 2 ∼ 3 dB. Thus, the upper bound is a good approximation to the real residual ICI power and can be used as a design metric to calculate ′ . Fig. 2 shows the BER versus SNR for the proposed SDRIC II with different number of iterations . It is shown that the performance gradually improves as increases whether ideal CIR or channel estimator ML+SOPI in [4] is used where SOPI represents second-order polynomial interpolation. Fig. 3 plots the BER versus SNR for SDR, SDRIC, W-BDFE with = 4 [8] and PIC with = 5 [12] for different values of when NDS = 0.15, where determines the number of taps of the prefilter (2 + 1 taps) and the ICI cancellation filter (2 taps) in PIC [12] , and is the number of subdiagonals and superdiagonals retained in W-BDFE [8] . The performance of SDRIC gradually decreases as increases. The BER performances of SDRIC I and II are closer to that of SDR and better than PIC and W-BDFE for SNR>10 dB. The complexity of SDRIC II is far lower than that of SDRIC I. Hence, it is a good choice. The SD in [15] outperforms SDR and SDRIC. Its performance will not be offered below due to its extremely high complexity. Fig. 4 shows the BER versus NDS for SDR, W-BDFE, PIC and SDRIC II when SNR =25 dB and CIR is estimated by ML+SOPI. Their performances become worse as NDS increases. In Fig. 5 , the SDR detecting schemes for 16-QAM in [21] and for 64-QAM (using (34) with lattice basis reduction) in [23] replace the SDR scheme for QPSK in our SDRIC. The same performance trend is observed as QPSK in Fig. 3 . This means our SDRIC can be extended to higher modulation with regular constellation.
A. Simulation Results
B. Complexity Comparisons and Adaptive Detector
The following simulation considers the computational complexity of SDRIC and other detectors. As shown in Fig. 6 , we measure the average numbers of floating point operations (FLOPs) of the following detectors: SDR, PIC [12] , W-BDFE with = 4 [8] , and SDRIC. From this figure, the complexity of SDRIC II is only one seventh of that of SDR and is slightly more complex than the PIC equalizer. Its performance is better than W-BDFE. Therefore, it is apparent that the proposed SDRIC II strikes a good balance between complexity and performance. However, W-BDFE's low complexity is very attractive. We observe from Fig. 3 and Fig. 5 that i) when SNR≤10 dB, the performance gap among SDR, SDRIC, W-BDFE, and PIC is approximately zero, ii) when 10 dB<SNR≤25 dB, SDRIC II shows lower complexity than and the same performance as SDR and SDRIC I, iii) when SNR> 25 dB, SDRIC I outperforms SDRIC II. Considering their complexity and performance, we propose an adaptive detector as follows: a) The real-time (snap-shot) SNR in channels (SNR r ) is computed in advance before detecting where SNR r for each OFDM symbol is estimated by the CPbased correlation method (eq. (8) in [27] with the expectation replaced by the sample average); b) If SNR r ≤ 10 dB, W-BDFE [8] is used ; c) If 10 dB< SNR r ≤25 dB, SDRIC II is used; d) If SNR r >25 dB, SDRIC I is adopted. Its performance and complexity are also shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 , respectively. From them, it is evident that this detector makes a better balance between complexity and performance compared with other methods.
For a system with a larger number of subcarriers, all considered methods will have higher complexity; but the complexity increase rate is much smaller for the proposed method than the original SDR. For a considered channel environment, the channel delay spread and hence the coherence bandwidth are fixed. For the cyclic prefix overhead and the Doppler sensitivity consideration, typically a fixed subcarrier spacing is used for different bandwidths (different numbers of subcarriers) (e.g., see LTE). In our method, as is approximately equal to the number of subcarriers within the coherence bandwidth, a larger will give a larger but with a fixed (approximately). The complexity order of the proposed method depends on and 3.5 , and hence it is linearly proportional to the increase in since is fixed, as opposed to the more-than-cubical increase for the SDR.
V. CONCLUSIONS In this paper, an SDR detector has been investigated for OFDM systems in DS fading channels. As increases, SDR's computational amount becomes prohibitive. We have proposed an iterative SDRIC detector to reduce this complexity by a factor of 2.5 −1 , approximately. Further complexity saving is achieved by considering ICI from 2 ′ closest clusters only. We have derived an upper bound of ICI power from other non-adjacent clusters, and used it as a metric for designing ′ . The simulation results show that the BER performance of the proposed SDRIC is better than that of PIC and slightly worse than that of the original SDR. As the complexity advantage of the proposed SDRIC over the original SDR is quite significant, it provides a good tradeoff between complexity and performance. Finally, an adaptive detector which selects the type of the detector based on the snap-shot SNR estimate is devised and observed to provide a better balance between complexity and performance.
